Ashes of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 2)
Author: Amelia Hutchins
Creating a new House of Magic is hard work. Aria knew she had a tall task ahead of her, cleaning up the mess her family had made in the Nine Realms, but
nothing could have prepared her for the horrors that awaited within the Nine Realms.
Dark magic has taken hold of the lands as Aria finds herself in the middle of an ongoing war while playing cat and mouse with Knox, who hunts her relentlessly.
To make matters worse, Aria's creature has grown impatient and is doing everything she can to get back to the monster within Knox, even knowing that Aria's
heart is on the line.
How far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's wrath? How long can she evade the man stalking her every waking hour as her body and mind fight
against the growing need for him to claim her? Can she break the curse that has plagued the Hecate bloodline for over 500 years while protecting her heart?
Maybe the answers lie with the mysterious silver-haired men that have come to Aria's aid, or perhaps they are just like everyone else wanting to kill or claim her,
realizing she is the key to winning the war. Aria intends to bring the Nine Realms and the male stalking her to their knees in this fast-paced, action-packed, and
sexy epic fantasy adventure.
Action packed epic fantasy that will leave you breathless, and cheering on the underdog.

My Dad's Best Friend (A Touch of Taboo)
Author: Katee Robert

He’s the one man I’m not supposed to want… My dad’s best friend.
After he rejected me six years ago, I’ve steered clear of Jonas. Until now. I need his help, and I won’t take no for an answer. The plan is to show up at his house
and plead my case, but a rainstorm derails everything, trapping us together for the weekend.
When he catches me in a compromising position, things quickly spiral out of control. We promise each other the weekend to purge the desire that’s been
simmering for six long years. No fantasy is too dark, too filthy, too forbidden, to play out.
The only rule is that this thing between us ends when the storm does.
Surely it’s the one rule I can keep from breaking?

In My Dad’s Best Friend, You’ll Find:
- Grumpy One + Sunshine One
- Daddy Stuff
- Age Gap Romance
- Kinky roleplay
- Only One Bed!

Once Upon a Dream
Author: Sierra Simone
Lush. Evocative. Romantic. Enter the sensual world of modern day fairy tales with three novellas by USA Today bestselling author Sierra Simone.
Music Box Girl
A Twelve Dancing Princesses Story
Every night they dance. Every night he follows.
Ex-soldier private investigator Cal Dugan has been hired to follow Tamsin and her ballerinas to find out where they go at night. He didn’t count on Tamsin’s
courage or her passion. He didn’t count on the way she twists him up inside.
He solves the riddle of their disappearing act, but he’ll never reveal Tamsin’s secrets, no matter the cost.
American Witch

A Princess and the Pea Story
Morgan wants to start fresh, but a mystery man at the masked ball lights her up from the inside. His hands, his touch, his scent--they're all too familiar, all too real.
He’s always been her weakness, but can she deny him when every part of her is on fire for him and only him?
Red & White
A Snow-White and Rose-Red Story
All that art student Scarlett wants to do is wait out a howling snowstorm and kiss her best friend senseless, but all her careful plans fall apart the minute a
near-frozen bear stumbles through the door.
Except he's not a bear—he's very much a man—and there's only one way to warm him up from the cold...

Gifting Me To His Best Friend (A Touch of Taboo)
Author: Katee Robert
This Christmas, my husband is going with an unconventional gift for his best friend.
Me.
It’s only supposed to be for one night… But one night becomes two, becomes our entire vacation. There are no rules except the ones we make, and sharing me
brings both Derek and Grayson closer than any of us could have imagined.
This year, what happens in our bedroom will put all three of us on Santa’s Naughty List.
*Sword-cross guarantee*

Pounded In The Butt By The Handsome Physical Manifestation Of Tromp's Twitter Ban That Should've Come
Years Sooner But Fine Now That It's Here High Five
Author: Chuck Tingle
It’s been years since Jeff met the mysterious Banner on his dating apps, a blue prehistoric bird who claims to be a manifested concept but is very clearly a
dinosaur. The two lovers had a powerful connection over text, but when it came time to meet up, Banner disappeared.
Suddenly, however, Banner has entered Jeff’s life again, this time sporting an enormous red circle with a line through the middle. When Banner reveals that he’s
the physical manifestation of Domald Tromp’s Twitter ban, Jeff if upset with him for the enormous delay. Where the hell was Banner four years ago?
Jeff decides then and there that the two of them are not going to date, but maybe this moment is better late than never, and it just might be worth a celebratory
one-night stand.
This erotic tale is 4,100 words of sizzling human on gay living concept action, including anal, blowjobs, rough sex, cream pies and social media ban love.

LIZZIE: Erotic Suspense (Rosa's Confessions Book 4)
Author: Ken Ross
Rosa's Confessions continue with her fascination for Lizzie, the new girl at MAID MOIRA'S. As Tracey pursues business affairs and Moira acts like a daughter,
Rosa goes on the prowl for extra sexual activities. But Lizzie isn't tame, she's unlike any of Rosa's past conquests, and perhaps this time Rosa has bitten off more
than she envisages chewing.

He Saw Me First (Age & Innocence Book 1)
Author: M Johnson
Across an empty laneway in Paris, through my hotel window,
He saw me first.
I stopped undressing . . . but only for a moment.
The next night, he was waiting for me.

He sat there in his expensive suit and watched.
No participation.
My only acknowledgement was the look of lust in his eyes.
It continued until the night before I left,
when I found a card under my door.
No words. Just a number.
So, I texted him.
I’d never done anything like it before.
It felt so dirty and wrong, but at the same time, I felt alive.
He was much older than me, so intimidating and sexy.
He made me feel things no man ever has.
I was under his spell.
The last thing I expected was to ever see him again.
WARNING: While this book is best enjoyed going in blind, it does contain distressing themes that may upset some readers. If you think you might be one of those
readers, please find the specific triggers listed here: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show/3598994915

Flames of Chaos (Legacy of the Nine Realms Book 1)
Author: Amelia Hutchins
Aria and her sisters return to the Human Realm of Haven Falls to find one of their own that’s gone missing. They soon discover things have changed in the
Human Realm and that nothing is what it seems, including Knox, the egotistical, self-centered, frustratingly gorgeous man who declared himself King during their
absence.
Sparks fly when the two enter a fiery battle of wills as Aria learns she is more than just a witch in the Hecate bloodline; she is much, much more.
Will Aria embrace her savage side to find her sister and save her family, or will she burn to ashes from his heated kisses and burning hot embrace?
Knox has ulterior motives for being in Haven Falls and never expected the little witch to show up and brazenly challenge his rule.
It was supposed to be easy; get in and get out. Move pieces into place and set the stage for the war he’s been planning for over five hundred years. Aria is his
sworn enemy but something within her calls to him and he hates himself for craving the fiery kisses that have reignited his cold, dead heart. One taste, and he
thought he could get her out of his system. He was wrong.
Will Knox let go of the memories of the past, driving his need for revenge that will destroy the pretty little witch he craves, or will he push the boundaries to fight
for and claim what is his by right? Either way, war is inevitable. And nothing will stop him from reaching for what is his.
Epic Fantasy with heavy love-hate situations with adult situations.

THE PATTELS 2: LORENZO & CEECEE (Conclusion)
Author: S.K. HARDY
Lorenzo Pattel and CeeCee Mills faced an uphill battle from the very beginning, but they finally ended up in a good place. Past hurts were forgiven, and they
agreed that what they were on their way to building was more important than what transpired in the past.
However, when Lorenzo finds out that CeeCee betrayed him in the worst of ways, his thirst for revenge all but consumes him. She made him look like a fool, and
that is something he won't forgive or forget. Lorenzo is seconds away from taking out his vengeance on the person closest to her when he issues an ultimatum
that allows CeeCee to save her father's life.
Since she has no choice but to do as he demands, she accepts his terms. As with all of the Pattels, the power they wield is tempered with arrogance,
stubbornness, and a penchant for getting their way. CeeCee witnesses a side of Lorenzo that bears little resemblance to the man she thought she knew. But it
doesn't take long for her to become adept at playing the game she was pulled into through no fault of her own.
When a tragedy occurs to test all involved, circumstances will either allow Lorenzo and CeeCee to find their way back to each other and make them stronger than
they were before...or it will succeed in pulling them apart forever.

The Reimagining of a Blood Slave
Author: JanJan Untamed
The erotic tale of a submissive.
This novel isn't recommended for readers with triggers.

The Devil's Bride (The Underground Rulers Book 1)
Author: Key Kirita
He leaned down, taking my chin in his hand, forcing me to look up into his blood-red eyes. His fangs were showing, dripping with the blood of my boyfriend who
lay on the ground, lifeless.
"You are mine, Bast. You'd do well to remember that." He purred, as he licked the blood off his lips. "No other man make take your innocence, but me." he said,
looking down at my nearly naked form, the lust in his eyes making me squirm.
"Yes, Damien." I whispered in response, covering myself in the sheet, and looking over at the body of Jacob with a whimper.
______________________________________________
My name is Bast, I'm seventeen years old, soon to be eighteen. When I was twelve, my parents sold me to the devil. On my eighteenth birthday, he will come
back for me.

Your Dad Will Do (A Touch of Taboo)
Author: Katee Robert
I’ve been harboring a dark secret for two long years. I’ve been fantasizing about my fiancé’s father, thinking filthy thoughts that a good daughter-in-law should not
be indulging in. So when I catch my fiancé cheating on me, there’s only one revenge that will fulfill all my needs.
I’m going to seduce his father. It’s dirty and it’s wrong, and I don’t care. I want him, so I mean to have him.
After this weekend, my ex won’t be the only one who calls his father Daddy.

Just a Bit Wrecked (Straight Guys Book 11)
Author: Alessandra Hazard
A plane crash. A homophobe and a gay man stranded together on a desert island. A love born out of hatred, need, and mutual desperation.
Andrew Reyes is handsome, rich, and very straight—he’s married to a gorgeous woman. Outspoken about his distaste for gay people, he isn’t shy about his
opinion as he watches the gay couple he and his wife share a flight with.
Logan McCall is handsome, rich, and openly gay. He isn’t impressed with the bigoted jerk across the aisle, no matter how easy on the eyes he is.
To their shock and horror, they’re the only survivors when the plane crashes—stranded on a desert island with no hope of rescue, and no one but each other to
depend on for survival.
As the days turn into months, can disdain, antipathy, and a craving they don’t understand and can’t resist turn into a connection? Or something more?
Just a Bit Wrecked is a steamy gay romance with a happily ever after. Book #11 in the Straight Guys series but can be read as a standalone.

Breaking In His Virgin (Club Lush Book 9)
Author: Jamie Knight
I can't have her at the Club.
So I'll bring the Club- and her- to me.
I'm a regular at Club Lush.
Until it closes down due to the pandemic.
So I make a room of my house into my own club.
Now I just need a pet to quarantine with me.
And I know exactly the one I want.
Celeste is a curvy, feisty virgin.
Willing to submit to me. Yet curious to explore.
She's just my type.
And thanks to our contract she's mine.
For at least two weeks.
But I find myself wanting more.
I need to break her in.

And then I can have my way with her.
For her very first time.
Until I need her again and again.
This isn't like me at all.
Have I come down with something?
Or while I was busy tying up her body,
did she somehow capture my heart?
Breaking In His Virgin is part of the Club Lush series of steamy romance novellas, which can be read on their own but are best enjoyed all together. Jamie Knight
promises to always bring you a happy ever after filled with plenty of heat. And never any cheating or cliffhangers!

Hunter (The Untouchables MC Book 6)
Author: Joanna Blake
I’ve avoided getting tied down my whole damn life.
Then temptation moves in next door.

Turns out, I don’t mind being leashed when she’s holding the rope.
I’m second in command of the Untouchables MC. I don’t do complications.
When our rival club ends up leaderless and starts causing trouble, I’m forced to step in.
I never wanted to be club president.
I never wanted to settle down.
But the cute little nursing student next door is irresistible. Wifey material, plain and simple. If I were smarter, I’d run like hell.
Notice I never said I was smart.
She might fear me, but there's no mistaking the fireworks when we’re together.
After a brutal wait and a little luck, I finally get her in my bed where she belongs.
How do I convince her to stay forever?

Moon-Kissed: Within the Darkness
Author: Amelia Hutchins
Alexandria Helios is on a mission to find her brother. Landon disappeared on his quest to find the Sacred Library that holds the cure to the moon sickness
affecting their people. There is one problem. Her journey will take her through the Kingdom of Night and directly into Torrin’s path as the head of the Night King’s
army. He’s egotistical, sexy, sin incarnate, and everything she knows she shouldn’t want, but his whispered promise of dark desires awakens something deep
within her that makes him hard to resist.
Torrin didn’t expect the lead assassin of the Moon Clan to walk into his trap. Alexandria has ignited something within him he thought was gone, and he knows he
shouldn’t crave her, but he does. She’s a fire in a world of ice, bathed in blood and moonlight that calls to the darkness within him.
Secrets are unraveling as both are tossed into a ploy that neither is destined to survive. Can they find common ground and work together to defeat the darkness?
Or will the world come crashing down around them as they tear each other apart?

Saving Kylie: A Small Town Second Chance Romance
Author: Taryn Quinn

She asked for his help…and fell into his bed.

Justin Norton has put his feelings for Kylie, his college ex, into a box. Or so he thinks…until she ends up hurt in his cabin on a snowy night just before

Thanksgiving.
Suddenly, giving thanks takes on a whole new steamy meaning.
But she’s running from trouble and he’s dealing with his own demons, putting their chance of a happy holiday in danger.
Unless saving Kylie turns into her saving him right back.
Author’s Note: Saving Kylie is a standalone novel set in Turnbull, NY, near our small town Crescent Cove. It has a happily-ever-after with no cliffhanger.
*Saving Kylie was previously published as Melt by Cari Quinn in 2013 and has been lightly re-edited.

Queenie Malone's Paradise Hotel: A Novel
Author: Ruth Hogan
From the wildly popular bestselling author of The Keeper of Lost Things comes a surprising and uplifting story about the complicated relationships
between mothers and daughters, and the magic of chosen family.
Tilly was a bright, outgoing little girl who loved fizzy drinks, naughty words, and liked playing with ghosts and matches. When her beloved father suddenly
disappeared, she and her fragile, difficult mother moved into Queenie Malone’s magnificent Paradise Hotel in Brighton, with its endearing and loving family of
misfits—including the exuberant and compassionate Queenie herself. But then Tilly was dealt another shattering blow when her mother sent her off to boarding
school with little explanation and no warning, and she lost her beloved chosen family.
Now an adult, Tilda has grown into an independent woman still damaged by her mother’s unaccountable cruelty. Wary of people, her only true friend is her dog,
Eli. When her estranged mother dies, Tilda returns to Brighton and the home she loved best. With the help of the still-dazzling Queenie, she sets about unraveling
the mystery of her exile from The Paradise Hotel, only to discover that her mother was not the woman she thought she knew at all…and that it’s never too late to
write your own happy ending.
With Ruth Hogan’s trademark quirky, clever, and life-affirming characters, Queenie Malone’s Paradise Hotel will dazzle readers and mesmerize them until they
reach the surprising twist at the end.

Interrogation Techniques (Shifter's Regime Book 6)
Author: Charlie Richards
Keeping the Peace: Walking into the interrogation room, a council enforcer realizes Fate has decided to throw him a curveball.

Enforcer Delanrue Drudeson is a komodo dragon shifter who’s known as the intense brother, the unapproachable one, but he has his reasons. Keeping his
brothers safe from a sadistic alpha while growing up meant he’d had to be a careful, manipulative adult…from a very early age. Specializing in interrogation for
the last several decades, Delanrue is happy with his life. Then he walks into a secure room where he’s supposed to question the occupant by any means
necessary—Midget Suvergy, a guinea pig shifter.
Except, one sniff tells Delanrue that Midget is his mate—the other half of his soul. Knowing the mate-pull could easily compromise his judgment, he immediately
assigns the interrogation duties to another. That doesn’t stop him from walking back into that room to be with him. Midget claims just to have been in the wrong
place at the wrong time, and to Delanrue’s relief, his words scent true.
Then word comes down that Midget is wanted for the murder of a member of his guinea pig muddle. Delanrue isn’t stupid. It’s easy to see that Midget is no killer,
no matter what anyone says. Can Delanrue’s connections keep Midget safe long enough to clear him from the conspiracy dogging his steps?

Submitting to the Alpha (Submission Book 1)
Author: Emilia Rose
Isabella is in trouble. Big trouble. She knows that opening her curtains and touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is wrong, but she does it
anyway. And she plans on doing it again. Every night, in fact, until her alpha teaches her otherwise.
Roman, alpha of the Silverclaw Pack, is tired of Isabella teasing him. Even more, he’s tired of her disobeying his every command. And he knows exactly how to
fix both problems. Devour every inch of her until she’s begging for him at his feet.
Will Isabella succumb to Roman’s advances? Or will she toy with him to the very end?
Read Submitting to the Alpha, an erotic werewolf romance, written by Emilia Rose.

Daddy's Off-Limits: Sexually Explicit Erotic Taboo Collection Of Incredibly Delicious Adult Tales
Author: Honey Blossom
What Daddy wants…Daddy gets…
Enjoy Hot action between Older Men with a BIG & THICK MANHOOD and the TABOO Little Brats and first time virgins in their lives.
Extremely High Steam Level!
Ultimate Sexual Satisfaction Guaranteed!
*WARNING* This collection of short stories involves extensive, mind-blowing, adult themes and is intended for Adults Readers Only!!

Reginald Bones Complete Series-6 Books
Author: Lucian Bane
Reginald Bones has multiple personalities.

But unlike most people with the disorder, his two identities co-exist like brothers in the same body who are bad at sharing.

Bones, his darker side, has a psychotic hate for women which requires them to lead an obscure life at the cemetery they own and operate.
But that changes when Reginald, his normal personality meets Winter, the sad prostitute visiting their graveyard who wants to end her life.

He would've never interacted with her had he known the evil door it would open inside of Bones. Now she's tied in their basement and
Reginald has only his wits to protect her from his deranged other half.

Jugando con fuego 5 (Spanish Edition)
Author: Tanatos 12
Quinta entrega de esta historia en la que María y Pablo tendrán que elegir el camino que marcará definitivamente sus vidas.
En esta parte tomarán decisiones trascendentales, pero Pablo nunca llegará a estar convencido del todo, pues teme que no sea el momento adecuado y duda
de las intenciones de María.
La aparición de nuevos hombres, vinculados directa o indirectamente a Edu, le revelarán a Pablo que María ha cambiado y que todo forma parte de un
estrategia del amante preferido de ella para que salga a la luz la verdadera María.
Begoña y Víctor seguirán orbitando alrededor de esta pareja que pondrá por fin toda la verdad sobre la mesa.
Esta novela está destinada a mayores de 18 años pues contiene escenas de sexo explícito.

Recruitment: Regulators Book 1 (a Cowboy Gangster novella)
Author: CJ Bishop
Picking up where the LOST series left off…
Clint, Cochise, and their Santiago colleagues meet with Agent Javier Alvarez to discuss a mission that will require a badass team to see it through to the end. The
men gather their resources and build their teams as they prepare to brave the harsh winter highways—and try to stay a step ahead of the predators determined to
take back their stolen “merchandise.”

Six More Minutes: New Year Bae-Solutions
Author: A.C. Arthur
This thing had been going on for a year now. The thing where they’d meet up at this quaint little bed and breakfast to spend a steamy weekend together. It had
started last Christmas when they’d both been in Temptation. They’d agreed to the no strings attached occasional trysts, but this holiday season—after all she’d
gone through in the past months—Gemma Taylor might need something else; and if Myles Donovan doesn’t agree, she’ll take just six more minutes in his arms.
This novella is part of the New Year Bae-Solutions Series. It is 1 of 8 short stories that are connected by the New Year's Eve theme.
Here is a list of all the books in this series:
Eight Naughty Nights by Nicole Falls
Seven Month Drought by Sherelle Green
Six More Minutes by A.C. Arthur
Five Midnight Moments by Sheryl Lister
Four Page Letter by Angela Seals
Three Wrong Dates by Kelsey Green
Two Hot Kisses by Yahrah St. John
One More Drink by Elle Wright
Each story can be read as a standalone, so please do not feel you are committed to purchasing and reading each story in the series. However, I can safely say
that you might be missing out on 8 fantastic stories if you don’t.

Lemon Drop
Author: Josie Myer
Lemon has been looking forward to her new life in a new town with two of the most important men in her life. When she is asked to be the woman of the house
whose duties will require her to personally handle everything within, Lemon jumps at the opportunity with enthusiasm. Never has she been so eager to perform
such naughty chores.

Content Warning: This is pure Taboo Erotica. Look to find many hot graphic sexual encounters. Taboo Erotica with a Daddy kink. This is for mature audiences
ages 18+ only.

The Sinful Librarian
Author: JJ Argus
Kara is a junior librarian at the law library of a religious college frustrated with the need to cover the body she's so proud of. Arrogant and proud of her looks, she
has a fascination for sex which men can't seem to satisfy. Forced to dress and act modestly at work, she makes lewd videos and posts them to a web site to
wallow in the admiration of the men there. Wearing a mask is a necessity, of course, and following the suggestions of her 'fans' she winds up pretending to be in
bondage, and acting submissive. When her videos are seen by the new Dean of Law, however, Kara is in for an awakening. Dean North is determined to cure her
of her sinful ways through stern punishment – or so it seems. Yet his punishments seem to only arouse her more, and cause her more fascination with the ideas
of bondage and submission. She learns he was a member of a secret club at the university when he was a student, and now other members of that club join him
in training her to make proper use of her beautiful body – as God intended. It seems wicked and sinful to Kara, but if the Dean approves, who is she to feel
shame?

Still Beating
Author: Jennifer Hartmann
WARNING: This book contains subject matter that may be sensitive for some readers, including rape, as well as strong language and explicit sex. 18+ only.
Please read responsibly.

When Cora attends her sister’s birthday party, she expects at most a hangover or a walk of shame. She doesn’t anticipate a stolen wallet, leaving her stranded

and dependent on Dean—her arch nemesis and ultimate thorn in her side.

And she really doesn’t anticipate waking up in shackles in a madman’s basement.

To make matters worse, Dean shares the space in his own set of chains.

After fifteen years of teasing, insults, and practical jokes, the ultimate joke seems to be on them. The two people who always thought they’d end up killing each
other must now work together if they want to survive.

But Cora and Dean have no idea their abductor has a plan for them. A plan that will alter the course of their relationship, blur the line between hate and love, and
shackle them together with far more than just chains.

REVIEWS:

"This book will have you sitting on the edge of your seat and turning pages like mad crazy! I have never read another story that holds a candle to Cora and
Dean's. The author of this book literally blew my mind. I fell in love with these characters and the horrific circumstances that they went through, brought me to
tears, more than once. I truly feel that this book is going to sail to number one and could very well end up being a movie. I have read several books by Jennifer
Hartmann and have loved everyone of them, but this book is the one that sets her apart from all other authors." - Vanessa, Goodreads reviewer

"WOW. Jennifer Hartmann's emotional brand of writing leaves me breathless, every.stinking.time. This book is a roller coaster... you find yourself laughing at the
banter and antics between the H and h, but then you're crying on the next page. I cried so many ugly tears during the reading of this book...prepare yourselves.
One of the best I've read in a while." - E. R. Whyte, author of 'Reclaiming Heaven Series'

"Intense, twisted, and stunning. Beautiful messages of love and hope shine through the darkness in Hartmann’s new novel. This story addresses some difficult
issues, like PTSD and sexual violence, in a heartfelt and inspiring way. It was such an emotional rollercoaster for me: I laughed, I cried, and I sat on the edge of
my seat, struggling to put the book down. The chemistry between Cora and Dean is hot and explosive and these characters really came to life for me. " - L.
Starla, author of 'From Prying Eyes'

"This book was equally devastating, soul crushing, hard to read at times, HOT, and beautifully crafted. Jennifer Hartmann writes words like pure poetry and
knows exactly how to invest you into every scene. These characters are so well developed and their CHEMISTRY is out of this world! I couldn't put this book
down. This is a new best selling author right here, just watch!" - Autumn, Goodreads reviewer

"My heart was shattered a thousand times over when I read this. I cried ugly tears and reread parts to just numb and become unnumbed from my own inner
disarray. Jennifer is so artful in her use of words that she can make you feel everything without going into explicit details. There were points that I found myself
marveling at the complete lack of detail and the way I seemingly had ALL the detail in my mind as the words drifted through through my subconscious." - Charity,
Goodreads reviewer

"Jennifer has a very rare gift. It doesn't matter how dark the subject matter is, she has a way of drawing you in and making you feel every emotion that the
characters are feeling. I didn't feel like I was reading a book. I was so immersed in the story and the characters, it felt more like I was sitting with two people who
were recounting their experience to me. It's absolutely amazing." - Stephanie, Goodreads reviewer

I'll Need to Drill: A Hot Wife Story
Author: Matthew Lee
Delphine Dixie arrived on time for her first dental appointment and Doctor Brian Gaines was forever glad she did. Young and nubile, Delly was an instant
temptation.
A chance encounter at a dental convention leads Brian and his wife, Kayla, to have an intimate conversation in which they admit who else in their lives they find
attractive. Kayla mentions Chris, the handsome cosmetic surgeon who shares office space with Brian and a constant thorn in her husband's side, and Brian
confesses to Delphine. Nothing comes of their talk until Delphine's next visit where she takes flirting too far. Brian tells an angry Kayla what happened.
What's good for the goose is good for the gander, thinks Kayla, and prepares to serves Brian a taste of his own medicine. Brian endures an agonizing night at

home while Kayla goes to dinner with Chris. While her intention was only to make her husband jealous, the night, and Chris, turn out to be far more than she
expected.
Kayla's return home starts an avalanche that rumbles through every aspect of their marriage, sweeping Delphine, Brian, Chris, Kayla, and many others down the
mountain and altering the course of their lives forever.

Claimed By Her Best Friend's Dad: An Instalove Possessive Age Gap Romance (A Man Who Knows Who He
Wants Book 223)
Author: Flora Ferrari
When Jamie Jensen returns from a very long trip overseas, he’s just as handsome and muscular as I remember him.
I’ve crushed on him since I was a little girl, but I always thought I was invisible to him.
Why would a billionaire CEO – and an ex-MMA star to boot – pay any attention to a dorky wannabe writer who prefers imaginary worlds to the real one?
And even if this hulking alpha did want me, I know we couldn’t possibly act on our desires. His daughter is my best friend, the woman who took me in when my
father died in a tragic ski accident.
I’m being stalked by a man who wants to do me harm, and Yasmin suggests that I take her dad’s one on one self-defense class, something he does on the side
to give back to the community.
At first, I think I’m imagining the blistering heat between us, but then he crushes me with his possessor’s lips and tells me that I belong to him.
It isn’t right. But if it is wrong, why does it feel so perfect?
I might just be a curvy nineteen year old virgin, but know I want this six foot six iron haired forty-one year alpha male.
We try to fight it for my best friend’s sake, for his daughter’s sake, but our desire has different ideas.
Soon we can’t stop, even as things get more and more complicated. My stalker is on the prowl. Yasmin is going to find out sooner or later.
Our whole world threatens to come toppling down.
But we cling to one another as though our souls were made for each other thousands of years ago, as though we don’t have a choice in the matter.
Or maybe that’s just an excuse I use to justify giving into my years’ long crush on my best friend’s dad.

*Claimed by Her Best Friend’s Dad is an insta-everything standalone instalove romance with a HEA, no cheating, and no cliffhanger.

Dear Daddy, Please Keep Me (Naughty or Nice Book 7)
Author: Morticia Knight
Dear Santa,
For Christmas this year, may I please get my very own Daddy who is looking for a boy to keep? Because I’m a little, I need lots of cuddles and attention. So, a
Daddy who can only see me on occasion, or who’s never been a Daddy before, probably won’t want me. Maybe I need two Daddies? I promise I’ll be the bestest
boy ever! I pick up my toys, do my chores and take my naps without argument. And since I’m not little all the time, I can also keep my Daddy happy in other ways.
I hope you can find me a Daddy who was meant for me. I haven’t had anyone take care of me in a long time and I’m feeling lost. Santa, I’ve been a very good boy
this year, so pretty please can you make my Christmas wish come true?
Love,
Eric
Dear Daddy, Please Keep Me is part of the Naughty or Nice multi-author series. From this installment, you can expect a healthy dose of fluff, a large
Squishmallow collection, inappropriate peppermint stick usage and two silver fox Daddies. Each book in the Naughty or Nice series can be read as a standalone,
but there are so many boys hoping that holiday magic will bring them their perfect Daddy, why not grab them all?

Dirty Mom : Part 1 A Package of 28 Erotic Sex Stories

Author: David Smith
These hedonistic homes know no boundaries. Indulge your lust for forbidden first times, off-limit threesomes, lesbian seductions, and step-swapping galore.
Whether you crave innocent little princesses and the men who raised them, or ménages with multiple steps, this kinky collection will satisfy your deepest, darkest
urge. Even the horny women of the house get in on the action with the virile boys they raised!
It may be so wrong. But it feels so right.

Her Alpha Daddy: A Steamy Alpha Male Romance Box Set
Author: Barbi Cox
Her Alpha Daddy Box Set is a collection of short and steamy stories that include forbidden romances, steamy MFM menage, and
cocky alpha daddies with rules that'll make you drool!
Cocky billionaires, chiseled military men, hot doctors, and sexy teachers? You'll meet them all in this collection!
Included in this box set
His Princess
His Property
His Rules
Pleasing Her
Filthy Rich
FREE with Kindle Unlimited.

Kickstart My Heart (Burgers and Brew Crue Book 1)
Author: Lacey Black
Walker
There’s nothing better than a packed house on a Saturday night, and co-owning the hottest restaurant and bar in town with my best friends, isn’t so bad either.
We put everything into Burgers and Brew. My job is to keep the alcohol moving and the patrons coming back for more. I won’t let anyone break my focus.
That was until I saw her.
As much as I try, I can’t fight it. Mallory makes me crave a future I never wanted for my own.
Now, I want it all.

Mallory
When I started my new job at a local specialty burger restaurant, I wasn’t expecting to find a tall, dark, and devastatingly handsome distraction in the form of
Walker Meyer. He’s one of the owners, which means hands off. Only problem, it’s a lot easier said than done.
Especially when he’s so good with my daughter.
I try to keep him at a distance, but he’s insistent, slowly breaking down every one of my walls. He’s fighting to convince me I can trust him with not only my heart,
but my daughter’s too.
I pray he’s right.

How NOT to Summon a Demon Lord: Volume 13
Author: Yukiya Murasaki
The Gelmed Empire suddenly declares war on the Kingdom of Lyferia. In the following conflict, the king is killed and the castle is occupied. To top it all off, the
enemy’s Magimatic mages try to abduct Rem. Despite never wishing to fight in a war, Diablo wields his magical powers against his enemies, slaying the Gelmed
soldiers.

While he successfully rescues Rem, Lyferia is still in a position of inferiority. To turn the tables on the enemy, Diablo single-handedly launches a surprise attack.
“I will now ■Teleport■ into Castle Grandiose and engage the enemy!”
The decisive battle approaches! Sylvie’s secret is finally revealed! The Demon Lord Krebskulm departs from Faltra! And what of Noah and the escaped Order of
Palace Knights...?!
This is the thirteenth volume of the adventures of an earth-shakingly powerful Demon Lord (or at least someone who acts like one) taking on another world!

Marc: BWWM, Marriage, Pregnancy, Billionaire Romance (Members From Money Season Two Book 45)
Author: Katie Dowe
Launch Sale: Just $2.99, guaranteed for 24 hours only! Save 50% over the regular price of $5.99.
A sexy pregnancy romance by Katie Dowe of BWWM Club.
35-year-old events planner Analise Johnson is always a planner and never a bride…
So when a virtual stranger asks for her hand in marriage, she throws caution to the wind and says yes!
Billionaire Marc McCabe is drawn to the plus-size beauty Analise…
And sparks fly immediately between them…
But now that they are married, they realize they have a lot to learn about love!
Especially when drama from their past is thrown at them left and right!
What will it take for them to trust one another?
And even then, will their impulsive marriage last?
Find out in this emotional yet sexy romance by Katie Dowe of BWWM Club.
Suitable for over 18s only due to smoking hot sex scenes!

Tori's Training
Author: JJ Argus
Tori is not a happy girl. The world is not beating a path to her door. She's living at home while her parents go on a round-the-world cruise, and trying to get tech
jobs. They're only gigs, really, for no one seems to be hiring permanently. Then she finds out her new next door neighbor has a camera pointed at her back yard
– where she swims nude, and that there's nothing legal she can do about it. Soon after that she has a job interview, a very promising one, with her next door
neighbor, who turns out to be a partner in an investment firm. He's big, powerfully built, handsome, and way too old. But he knows his stuff, both in investments
and in tech. And despite an uncomfortable start, she accepts the gig. She knows he's after more than her tech skills, of course, but she quickly softens on the
thought of letting him have what he wants. He's awfully confident and smart, after all. Soon enough she's giving her oral reports in a bikini, and then in less than
that as his new project seems to be dominating her and teaching her to submit to his skillful and scalding expertise in bed. Mister MacDonald is going to find her a
new job once she's properly trained and disciplined, and Tori is too darkly thrilled to refuse.

The Art of the Sex: 42 Erotic Sex Stories that will Take Away Your Sleep
Author: Jeff Harry
Regardless of your gender and whether you consider yourself a male, female, or anything in between, if you find women sexually attractive and want to enhance
your intimate life with them, then this is a book for you. However, for the simplicity I will refer to you as a man.
In this book, you will:
- Learn what Luv Making is and how it must happen on three different levels to make your sex a mind-blowing experience
- Discover how porn has ruined the way you have sex and how it has poisoned your mind with wrong attitudes that continue to make your sex feel like it could be
more
- Understand why it is so important for you to be in the moment and by doing so, transform your sex into a magical and unforgettable ride
- Recognize the mental barriers that have been blocking you from becoming a superior lover all along and experiencing maximum pleasure
- Realize how your current perception of women could be holding you back from fully embracing your own sexuality as well as limit the amount of pleasure you

can create in sex
- Find out how one touch that was amazingly pleasurable yesterday, might be super irritating for her, the following week
- Discover the most important tool that allows you to read her body, decode her mind during sex, so you can deliver exactly what she truly craves for every time
you have sex
- Acquire the one little known attitude that can separate you from all the mediocre lovers in the world
- Learn how to easily activate all of of your lover’s sex centres, gather unlimited sexual energy, and flood her entire being with waves of ecstasy
- Understand how sex is way beyond just a physical act and has the potential to give you an opportunity to have a rare glimpse of the true meaning of oneness
and much, much more…
Take action now and stop being a mediocre lover. Your journey of becoming a superior lover is only one click away.

Jocks for Sale -- Part 8: Payback!
Author: Josh Hunter
Cody is finally getting a taste of revenge. A chance to turn the tables on one of the rich guests who’s used him.
A spoiled pretty boy just made the mistake of betraying his rich husband, and Cody’s been given the job of breaking the young stud and getting him ready for
sale. But turning a stubborn rich kid into a docile slave is harder than it looks. And the new catch is going to fight Cody every step of the way.
Cody can’t afford to screw up. At the first sign of failure, the Boss will kidnap and enslave his brother. So Cody’s got to keep the new boy in line. And he’s got to
keep the Boss amused— at least until he can figure out a way to kill the fat bastard.
But the Boss isn’t the only one making Cody’s life hard. For the last two years, Nick has been the Boss’s top boy, the one who trains all the new captures. Now
Cody’s threatening his position. And there’s only room for one of them at the top of the heap.
Nick and Cody are after the same things. So will that make them unlikely allies? Or enemies battling to the death?
• Straight to gay MM slave training adventure with domination and submission •

Billionaire BOSS: Secret Baby (Oh Billionaires!)
Author: Jolie Day
He’s the man I absolutely hate.
Why?
He took my v-card.
He left me in a hotel room. Alone.
Four years later …
He’s a billionaire consultant, the No. 1 in NY City. (So much for karma!)
A demanding, bossy jerk who’s cocky AF—
and still panty-melting hot (See? No karma at all!)
He can’t even be bothered to remember my name.
Now, he holds the fate of my job in his hands.
I should resist him.
I shouldn’t let him tempt me.
At the very least, I should have stopped it with the kiss he gave me.
Our first hook up was by accident—one time only.
Unless you count the second, third, and fourth times…
Then, he says we’re more than friends, and I feel myself melt.
It turns out, even a man like him has a heart.
It’s unfortunate that we can’t be together.
Because he can never find out…
He’s the father of my child.

From USA Today bestselling author, Jolie Day, comes Billionaire BOSS: Secret Baby, a stand-alone romance for fans of enemies-to-lovers romances and
forbidden-alpha-boss plots, dripping with sexual tension. Be prepared for a steamy story that’ll make you too hot and sweaty to sleep. Grab a fan and cue up the
cold shower—you’re in for a wild ride!

THE BIG BOOK OF NAUGHTY EROTICA (100 ADULT SEX STORIES EROTIC COLLECTION)
Author: Sasha Chesty
100 EXPLICIT, HOT GIVE-IT-TO-ME-HARD EROTICA STORIES!!
A collection of all things sexy... pole hardening, slit wetting pleasures -- ready and waiting to get you off!
So come and get them before they're gone forever!
Some of the stories inside include:
- Hard, Rough and Deep
- Think You're Ready?
- Sizable Encounter
- Hefty Fun
- More Than Enough
- A Mouthful and Then Some
- Trying Her Out
- A New Applicant
- Broken Hearts
- SPLITTING HER APART
- What Are Boobs For?
- Sharing Her Holes
- A Leak to Fix
- Purple Pleasures
- Throbbing
- His Manhood
- Lingerie Try On
- Gobbling It All
- BEND OVER, BABY!
- Taboo Time
- Her First Threesome
And many more...

Guarding His Enemy: an Enemies-to-Lovers MPreg romance (Meadow Street Brothers Book 4)
Author: Anna Wineheart
How do you NOT fall in love with your bodyguard?
You make him your enemy, of course.
Phinny doesn't need a husband or a family. So what if all his Brothers have been getting married and having children? Those are things people tell him he should
want. Not things he actually wants. Never mind that he's been secretly looking at pictures of babies. Never mind that his heart fills with deeper yearning with every
wedding he attends.
Unbeknownst to him, his Brothers have set him up with the best alpha possible: his bodyguard.
Blaze is twenty-six to Phinny's forty-four. He's young, full of distrust, and from the way Phinny ruins their first meeting? He hates Phinny.
In order to protect his heart, Phinny needs them to be enemies. But the way Blaze holds him, the way Blaze starts to see him for who he really is... It terrifies him.
They can't get so close. Or can they?
Guarding His Enemy can be read as a standalone, but why would you? :D It's 81k of Enemies-to-Lovers awesomeness, with non-shifter MPreg, May/Dec,
Boss/Employee, lots of romance, and way too many jokes.

Professor Richter's Rules (Learning To Love Series Book 2)
Author: Jessa York
Professor Jake Richter’s Rules for hookups:
1. Never date a student.
2. Never use my real name.

3. Never stay the night.
After a hot, one night stand with Paige, I'm breaking all my rules.
And now—as she sits in my lecture hall—I'm completely distracted by the memories of her writhing beneath me, moaning my name.
This is going to be one hell of a long semester.
Paige Flores’ rules for school:
1. Complete my degree in record time.
2. Don’t get distracted by anyone or anything.
3. Above all else, do not end up knocked up and alone—like my mother did.
Finally giving up my V-card to the funny, hot, one night stand I met at the club last week was the best time I've ever had.
But I have goals and dreams in my sights. The last thing I need is to be sidetracked by a hot guy.
And now—as he stands at the front of the lecture hall as the professor for a class I'll do anything to pass—Professor Jake Richter has me breaking all my rules.
PROFESSOR RICHTER’S RULES is a student/teacher romance, and the second book in the LEARNING TO LOVE SERIES.

Lie (Betrothed #8)
Author: Penelope Sky
Why did I let her go?
I can't answer that. How do you expect me to answer that when I don't even know? I'm the Skull King. I never let ANYONE go.
When I see her at the bar six weeks later, she's still the feisty handful that I remember. She owns the room in that tight dress and that fire. Now that she's not dirty
in a locked cage...she's stunning.
She cleans up good.
I decide to say hello...and see what happens.

Got It Going On: MILF Body Swap
Author: M Wills
My girlfriend, Stacy, is an amateur witch. She can do magic, just not very well, which is why I'm hesitant when she comes to me with a spell that will swap our
bodies for a day. I like being a guy. I mean, I'm not very attractive or popular but, well, change is scary.
Stacy promises it will be for just a single day, just to see what it's like. I reluctantly agree, figuring that since Stacy's thin and tomboyish it won't really be that
different. Right?
But something goes wrong and I find myself in her mom's body. And her mom is definitely not tomboyish. She's a stunning, full figured woman with an adorable
face and the most amazing curves I've ever seen. Plus I've somehow gotten stuck with her enticing French accent.
All I have do to is go one day in her body without getting into trouble. But it isn't easy to do when I'm suddenly a sexy woman with access to a magic amulet that
will make my girlfriend lust after me no matter what I look like, a horny best friend who's eager to see every part of me, and Stacy's handsome dad who knows
exactly how to please my new body.
I know it might be wrong but I'm inside of Stacy's mom.

Winter Awakening (Wyoming Fever Book 4)
Author: Elizabeth Lennox
Some say you can never go back.
But what if going back felt right? And what if your first love still made you feel those crazy sensations? Kate had never forgotten Mack or the dreams they’d talked
about. Mack of the shocking kisses and intense silence. Mack, her first lover and her first love.

Nothing had changed.
Mack knew she was trouble. Kate had always been his kryptonite, but watching her flit back into town was like a knife tearing through his gut. He tried to resist
her, tried to pretend that she didn’t affect him. But this was Kate. And she was even more beautiful now.
They were both older and wiser. Could their life experiences help them remain sane this time around?

Enticed (Tasting Stolen Goods Book 2)
Author: Skye-Anne Chariss
Brandon and Zelda have been childhood sweethearts, they got married and loved each other dearly but things have turned for the bad.
Brandon has decided to take a vacation because the legal separation between himself with Zelda is destroying him. He meets an adventurous woman on his train
trip, who has her own dilemmas. They do things to each other that they have never done to their married partners.
He enjoys the company of this married woman, who is married to a mafia that might endanger his life.

Will Brandon fall into temptation?
Does Camille have pure intentions for Brandon?

If you love erotic mystery, don’t miss this series. Grab yourself a copy
For Adults only

Designed Collision (Shattered Stars Book 3)
Author: Viola Grace
A stranger walks through the woods and offers to take her from her broken world. Hell yes. With conditions.

With the asteroid looming, she makes a run for a family farm and the animals therein. After the crash with communications cut off, she lives a routine of
subsistence and survival with no other soul to speak to.
When a stranger walks up to her, silver skin and black hair, he introduces himself and offers her a way out. Life in the stars with him. She counters that her
animals have to come as well. There is some negotiation, and he agrees to send her a tutor so that this is all done legally. Then, he flies away.
To her surprise, her hallucination was as good as his word, and she is swept into a world of etiquette, manners, and languages.
Her life in the stars has a specific pattern. She is a body servant, a bondservant, a companion, and a mistress, but she has to do it all with the same haircut.
Tricky stuff.

Snowed In: A Taboo FFM Fantasy
Author: Nick Storming
A Taboo FFM Fantasy!
A complete explicit tale, all in one place.
A storm is brewing, both inside and outside this home...
Winter break has finally arrived but David isn't looking forward to spending his days cooped up with the gorgeous woman of the house and bratty step-sister.
After a few shocking encounters with each of them, things progress in hot and forbidden ways.
This story builds and builds to an explosive conclusion!
This is a taboo harem story containing First Times, Handjobs, Blowjobs, a sexy MILF, a bratty CoEd, FM, FFM and more!!

Pinning Her Cushion: A Christmas Billionaire And Virgin Auction Romance (Billionaire Auctions in Bloom
Book 9)
Author: Jamie Knight
I may not want to get jabbed with her pins,
But I wouldn’t mind pinning her…
When some maniac plows into the delivery truck for my winery, initially, I’m mad.
Until cute, curvy Krystal steps out of the car and immediately starts apologizing.
We work out a deal: in exchange for serving at our massive upcoming holiday party, I’ll forgive her debt for the damages to the truck.
It turns out the clever girl has more than waitressing skills up her sleeve, though; the sleeve of an elf costume she designed and sewed herself.
She gives us the idea to turn our simple business party into a Christmas costume ball, to set us apart.
And a friend of mine offers me another unique proposal: an auction, where willing participants can sell a date, a kiss…or more.
While at first, I’m just planning to get with the cute costumer for a night of fun, the more time I spend with her, the more I realize I want more.
I want more than a taste of those gorgeous curves, I want her heart, her brilliant mind…
Will she shed me with the costume once the holiday is over?
Or can I stitch myself to her…forever?
Pinning Her Cushion is a full-length standalone romance. Jamie Knight promises to always bring you a happily ever after filled with plenty of heat. And never any
cheating or cliffhangers!

His Big Package (Mistletoe Montana)
Author: Jenika Snow
Blythe
I’d felt arousal for the first time in my life when I spotted him across the room.
Logan Marsh was a big, burly man, towering over everyone and everything, his size almost inhuman, his masculinity having me keenly aware I was very much
female.
And he watched me… God, he watched me like there was nothing else in the world that fascinated him but me.
We’d been thrown together for the holidays, him playing Santa and me Mrs. Claus. It was a professional relationship that turned out to be anything but. And my
inexperience should have had me frightened by the way he looked at me… like he imagined me naked and spread eagle just for him.
But instead of running, which would have been the smart move, I found myself wanting all of it. With him.

Logan
The world tilted under my feet the moment I saw her. This tiny little thing who was half my size but called out to every protective, possessive instinct in my body.
She was the woman I'd been waiting for, and there was no deviating from my path to claim her.
Blythe was so very female to everything in me that was male, and I wanted to memorize every inch of her body with my hands, lips, and tongue.
Whatever primal need rode me, it did it hard and without apology. I’d probably frighten Blythe with my need for her, but better she found out now what kind of man
I was when it concerned something I wanted.
And I’d never wanted anything as much as her.
**A complete standalone story in the Mistletoe, Montana series!**

Fuck Yourself Open: Alchemize Suffering. Reclaim Bliss.
Author: Genevieve Genevieve
How Much Longer Are You Willing to Live Half-Alive?
Our society is designed to keep us away from knowing the true hugeness of our power.

Your zest for life is buried underneath all of your conditionings.
If you've been feeling lifeless, stuck, frustrated and confused, this book is for you.
Open this book with care, though, for once you know what lies underneath your fingertips, there's no way to go back to the old life.
Welcome to wild abundance, outrageous passion, and bold to surrender to what we all know to be True, but have simply forgotten.
Join Genevieve, Erotic Master, as she guides you through her 20+ years of erotic exploration through her lived experience and gifts you the simple, effective tools
to reclaim your body and its innate wisdom, once and for all.
If you're tired of constantly searching for the "answer", if you're bored and jaded with all the personal development books on the shelf, look no further.
This book will disrupt everything that you know to be true and leave you with what you've always been seeking - the power within your pleasure.
In this book, you will:
- embody the essence of your true erotic nature
- surrender to your unique style of self-pleasure, using the Erotic Blueprints methodology.
- discover ways to move the newfound power within your skin and create the reslity that you turly deserve to play in!
It's Time to Reclaim Your INFINITE PLEASURE. Enjoy the most sensational ride of your life.

Taste For Daddy (Please Me, Daddy Book 1)
Author: B.L. Brooks
I never thought landing a modeling job would be easy, but it turned out to be for me. When my boss, Dean Andrews, said I was suited better as a model for his
lingerie lineup, posing for the front cover of this fall’s edition, I was a bit nervous.
But with some pressure and a boost of confidence, I decided to give it a try.
Things change when I find my new boss, is also my new step-dad…
And now I have nothing less than a taste... for daddy.

Be Hot, Not Smart: A Bimbo Transformation Story
Author: Sadie Thatcher
Crystal wants nothing more than to be the most powerful woman in the business world. The problem is she is fresh out of college and does not want to wait to
prove herself.
Wanting a shortcut, Crystal has herself implanted with an implant that can make changes to her body and her brain. Only something goes horribly wrong during
the software initialization. Rather than become a business expert as she had hoped, she starts turning into a bimbo instead.
Was it a mistake or a software glitch? Will Crystal manage to correct the problem before it is too late or will she embrace her new bimbo body and mind? Find out
in Be Hot, Not Smart.
This 8,600 word short story contains physical and mental transformations, with descriptions of various sexual acts, breast enlargement and various other body
augmentations. This story has strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All characters found in the story are 18 or older.

Vibe
Author: Liza James
Aura
This wasn’t the life I was meant to live.
No, I should be working on solidifying my ladder of ascension.
No matter what the cost or what I had to give up.
No matter what they made me do.
Their little wildflower, that’s who I am. Quiet, meek, gullible.

Until I met the one person who changed all of it and became something more.
She’s my filthiest secret.
And one I intend on taking to the grave.
Ruby
Another night at the club I work at—Pandora’s Box.
Another dance, another tease, another round of shots and callously thrown dollar bills.
Until her.
Until the energy shifted and one moment became the only thing that mattered.
Because she changed everything, claiming my attention and making it hers.
My dangerous little mistake, my favorite enticing regret.
My Vibe Girl.
Trigger Warning: This book confronts several issues that could be potential triggers. It also contains sexual scenes written in explicit details. It is incredibly dark,
please be aware when stepping into this world.

Companion 3000
Author: Evangeline Anderson
Leita knows she can't afford a robot sex slave but she's lonely...

Pierce is on the run and posing as a robot seems like a good way to hide...

What happens when he has to pretend to be her...Companion 3000?

Leita McLain runs a small solo asteroid mining outfit at the ass end of the Centauri solar system. She's had no luck in getting a man to stay with her so she
decides to buy a Companion droid, the very latest in cybernetic sex slaves.
Pierce Branson is a man addicted to adventure. But when he finds himself with a bounty on his head for a crime he didn't commit, he knows he's got problems.
During a shoot out in the Companion factory, Pierce hides in one of the packing crates. Next thing he knows, he's waking up in Leita's bedroom and starting his
new life-as a sex slave. But he doesn't count on falling in love with his new Mistress. Or on playing the part of her "Master" when Leita decides she wants to
explore her kinky side.
Now both Leita and Pierce have some choices to make. Leita knows she shouldn't let herself fall for a cybernetic sex slave and Pierce knows he ought to tell her
the truth. But will Leita forgive him if he comes clean? You'll have to read Companion 3000 to find out.
***This book was first published under the title: For Her Pleasure many years ago. Now that I finally have the rights back, I am republishing it with a sexy new
cover. Enjoy!

Claiming Karen: Part 3
Author: Manus Dare
Karen makes a choice that will rock Miles to his very core. Will it be enough to satisfy the couple's desires, or is this just another step towards Kurt
claiming Karen?
Karen has made a fateful decision. To feed Miles's desires, she has decided to sleep with Kurt. Not only does the thought of it drive Miles crazy, but it excites
Karen more than she is willing to admit.
However, just when Miles begins to accept his true desires, Brandy walks back into his life. Will he be able to resist his ex-wife's charms? And who will survive the

inevitable showdown between Karen and Brandy?
Part 3 in a 4 part limited series. Claiming Karen contains cheating, betrayal, and a cuckold ending that may not be happy for everyone.

Silenced (Wren's Song Book 2)
Author: Addison Cain
"This enthralling masterpiece series will own you!" - Myra Danvers, USA Today bestselling author

Fingertips stroking my cheek, Caspian promises to fulfil my every desire.

So long as I stay under his obsessive gaze and within his jealous grip. But I never agreed to this. I never agreed to forever.

Wealth and power can buy anything in this city.

Caspian has bought women, men, luxury, influence... but he cannot buy me. No matter the gentle way he whispers in my ear. No matter the carful touches, the
empty promises, the way he devours me with his eyes.

I will make Caspian pay for what he has done.

Thirsty When Wet
Author: India T. Norfleet
Melody doesn’t trust her heart when it comes to men anymore, but her shattered heart still hadn’t completely given up on love. When a smooth talking, rude, but
extremely tall glass of hot chocolate better known as Saint Heartwell crosses her path, Melody is furious with his very existence but also instantly aroused.
Extremely aroused. So much so, she can’t think of anything else but the way his body feels against her own. Very quickly this man leaves her body thirsty for his
touch, dripping wet, and secretly yearning for a deeper connection. Furious that he’s breaking every rule she set in place to secure the only thing that matters to
her anymore, Melody hides behind fear and pain from her past in hopes of ensuring her heart is never broken again. Will Melody fall victim to Saint’s charm, the
bulge in his gray sweatpants, and the love he doesn’t hesitate to give, or does Melody decide that she’s just too damaged to be loved...
The day Melody Davis walks into his life, Saint is intrigued and immediately attracted to her. Unfortunately, he wasn’t having the best day, and by the time he
reacted, it was too late to stop disaster from striking. Within that moment of chaos, something happened that Saint hadn’t known how to prepare for. Something
that had the power to change his life forever. Amid uncontrollable intense passion, unexpected emotions, and a newfound appreciation for all things Melody, Saint
revisits his views on love. Normally, his stance was that he could take or leave love. He doesn’t believe anybody has soul mates anymore until he realizes that
he’s falling for Melody.
Will Melody become his greatest joy and the love of his life or just another reason for him to steer clear of love...forever?

Sex Mania: Dirty and Explicit Bedtime Taboo Novel for Hot Men Women and Couples - 17 Spicy Erotic Short
Stories Adults Only
Author: Corinne Smith
•♥•♥• Would you like to immerse yourself in a new world full of spicy and sensual stories? •♥•♥•

You are in the right place...take a look at my author page and discover the stories I have prepared for you.
Read them alone or with your partner...they will light the fire in you...

★★★★★ guaranteed! ★★★★★
✓ Stay tuned, new collections will soon be available for you.

■■ All my books are available for your Kindle Unlimited plan ■■

■18+■ But you can only read them if you are over 18 years of age and if the strong explicit sex content does not bother you. ■18+■

◆◆◆◆◆ Grab Your Copy Now! ◆◆◆◆◆

Sex Mania Includes:
THE FANTASIES OF VIOLET
EVA
UNDER THE OCTOBER SUN
HARLEY
THE WHITE BABYDOLL
MOVIE NIGHT
BEAUTIFUL ANGELA
HIGH SCHOOL FRIEND
THE GOOD SECRETARY
DANCE NIGHT
ONE DAY IN AUGUST
CLAIRE'S DISCOVERY
THE NOTARY’S WIFE
THE HOUSE IN THE MOUNTAIN
HAPPPY BIRTHDAY
WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?
SOPHIE

And Then There Was Her (And Then There Was, 1)
Author: Jenika Snow
My job had taken me into the city.
I’d taken myself into a bar afterward.
I’d only gone there for a drink, but then I saw her, sitting on that stage, singing her heart out, her words sad and sorrowful, her voice beautiful and calling to me.
I wanted to know more about her right then and there.
And after that night, I took her back to my hotel. We’d both become lost in pleasure, and then she left, no goodbye, no last name or phone number given to me so
I could find her again.
Now, three months later, after trying to figure out where she was, all but being a stalker, I was still nowhere close to finding out who Adele was. But that would
change, because I was headed back to the city for work. My plan was simple.
Scour the city, go to every bar, and find her—because leaving without making her mine was not an option.

Her Dirty Ranchers: A Western Reverse Harem Romance (A Men at Work Romance Book 6)
Author: Mika Lane

The sexy new owners of Flood Creek Ranch? They’re nice enough to let me stay. But they made it clear my
ride won’t be free.
One is my brother’s best friend.
Another, my ex-high school sweetheart.
And the last but certainly not least, is my father’s biggest enemy.
All three promise to show me… the ropes.
While taking me out me for one wild… ride.
And teaching me a thing or two about getting up when the cock… crows.
I grew up at Flood Creek, but left the dusty godforsaken place first chance I got. And now that the big city has gotten the better of me, I’m running back with my
tail between my legs.
Yup, I got chewed up and spit out.
And now I'm back.
They say you can't go home again.
I think they were right.
The Men at Work Collection:
1) Her Dirty Rockers
2) Her Dirty Teachers
3) Her Dirty Doctors
4) Her Dirty Bodyguards
5) Her Dirty Bartenders
6) Her Dirty Ranchers
7) Her Dirty Mafia
8) Her Dirty Mountain Men
9) Her Dirty Soldiers

Wet and Horny Wife
Author: Snowy Conlove
Neglected. bored yet with a high sex drive a wife goes on a journey to satisfy her carnal desires...
Contains Group, Oral, FF, FM, Anal and much more!
ADULTS ONLY!

A hounting love
Author: Nicola Viviani
Ellie is a cute Young girl who gets a job in a night club to help out the family.
She falls in love with a wealthy man but someone who believes he owns her disgrees and the problems begin for her.
Who knows if Ellie will be able to make it clear to those who haunt her that this is not the love of her life?

The Pool Boy (Nashville Neighborhood Book 2)
Author: Nikki Sloane
Nothing says happy birthday like catching your husband in a compromising position with his boss.
His male boss.
Why, hello, midlife crisis. I'm starting over, but this time I'm doing it right. Or at least I'm doing what I want.
Taking the day off from work to hang out poolside? Yup. Do I leave the swimsuit in my house? Sure.
Does my very hot, twenty-something pool boy happen to catch me naked? Oh, yeah, he does. And he likes what he sees... a lot.
My best friend keeps telling me to have a fling and get back out there. But I'm not so sure she meant for me to do it with her son.

Best Women's Erotica of the Year (Best Women's Erotica Series Book 6)
Author: Rachel Kramer Bussel

If you’re looking for your next sexy read, Best Women’s Erotica of the Year, Volume 6 is sure to heat things up. These twenty adventure-themed stories will take
you around the globe as you meet characters eager to indulge their sensual sides.
From competing on a reality show and getting “Inked on My Skin” by an extremely sexy tattoo artist to exploring a “Cabinet of Curiosities,” these characters say
"yes" to their most daring desires. Whether a single mom having a hot vacation fling, a vegetarian lusting after a hunky butcher, a couple visiting a kinky escape
room, or a divorcee hitting up a motorcycle club and going on an “Easy Ride,” these erotic tales bare all. Women who’ve been told they’re “too much,” by an ex or
the world, discover the joy of asking for more and more and more—and getting it.
Enjoy women’s sexual fantasies come to life, from fetishes to kinks to a very arousing way to use an instruction manual. With stories by popular erotic romance
authors Shelly Bell, Zoey Castile, Jeanette Grey, Mia Hopkins, Katrina Jackson, Elizabeth SaFleur, Naima Simone, Olivia Waite, and Elia Winters, and
newcomers to the genre, the latest volume of pansexual sex tales in this bestselling series will make your heart race with excitement.

Double Stuffed: The Ultimate Collection of Sinful Erotic Stories: 40+ Stories of Age Gap, BDSM, Menage and
More
Author: Viv Velvet
Looking for a book so hot it warms you better than any fireplace ever could? Look no further. Viv Velvet's ultimate collection is double stuffed with more than forty
stories of sizzling hot erotica! If you're interested in BDSM, Menage, Age Gap, DD/lg, or taboo loving, there's something to satisfy your every wicked desire.
Features stories from previous collections as well as some new, never before released erotic shorts. Download at your own risk: these shorts are so hot, they'll
melt your phone!
*This book features stories intended for mature readers. All characters are consenting adults over the age of eighteen.

Branded (Wren's Song Book 1)
Author: Addison Cain
"Electrifying,dark, and delicious! I devoured every tantalizing word..." Renee Rose, USAToday Bestselling author
Lipsbrushing my ear, Caspian offers me a fairexchange.
My life in exchange for the freedom of two children.
Infamous for his cruelty, renowned for his wealth,the most powerful man in the city meets my desperate gaze and smirks.
Aggressive in his appetites, vicious in his demands,Caspian will brook no refusal. So long as I am his, he will enact no restraint,bear no qualms, dress me as he
wishes, shower me with riches, and teach me thesecrets of pleasure in the dark.
I never should have trusted such a man.

Enemies with Benefits (A Real Man, 27)
Author: Jenika Snow
-All stories in the Real Man series can be read as complete standalone titlesIt was hate at first sight. That’s what I told myself anyway, because wanting Malachi, who was my brother’s best friend, probably wasn’t the smartest move.
He got under my skin in the worst kind of way... and I was pretty sure he got off on it.
I could have ignored my desire, an arousal that was at war with my annoyance with Mal, but then we found each other alone at my parents’ house and everything
changed.
He taunted, teased... pushed me to the point I couldn’t stop myself from acting out, letting my arousal take control.
I started showing Mal exactly how much I wanted him, even if it was the worst idea of my life.
Or maybe it wasn’t.
What I didn’t anticipate was him giving me a night I’d never forget, a night that would shake all other experiences in my life. It was after that when I realized I didn’t
hate Malachi. I was hopelessly, madly, and irrevocably in love with him.
Sleeping with the enemy never felt so good.

Hanna Hotbody
Author: Jack Ryder
Jack and Hanna became much closer after Loraine left them to go start a life with her lesbian lover. Now, Hanna has introduced Jack to her three best girlfriends
and Jack's life is about to change beyond his wildest imagination.

Between the Models: MMFM Bisexual Reverse Harem Romance
Author: Mia Masters
I'm their agent.
Mixing business with pleasure could ruin my career.
But these models like to be in charge.
Whether it's on set, or in the bedroom.
And I'd like to let them take control of me.
Emily, my cousin, begs me to represent three male models.
Caden, Aaron and Sebastian are muscular, hot and rugged.
But they're also the cockiest players in the business.
My boss wouldn't want me taking clients with their bad rep.
But I don't want to say no to my cousin.
So, I agree to give the guys a chance, as long as they behave.
Yet during our first shoot, they're all over each other and me.
They say they want to bring a woman's curves into their mix.
And that they know how to share and pleasure me.
I don't want to let them sweet talk me.
But their words sound as delicious as their kisses taste.
And I'm surprised how well we work together-both professionally and personally.
Could this be the real thing and a job success?
Or am I just their latest conquest they've duped?
Will being swept away by three men at once cause me to lose my head and wreck everything I've worked for?
Or are we modeling the new start of an unconventional love that could lead to a happily ever after for all four of us?
Between the Models is an MMFM bisexual romance. It's a standalone but it's loosely connected to Between the Dancers, based on characters who are friends.
No cheating. No cliffhangers. Just a happily ever after all around and a lot of steam!

MESSY FINISHES (Erotic Hot Taboo Box Set Collection)
Author: Milley Milkers
All the tight & luscious brats you can handle getting it hard and unprotected from the man of the house!!

Perfect
Author: Jenika Snow
Nothing had ever been set in stone… except Rory’s relationship with Lena. She was it for him. If he was the darkness, she was the stars that lit him up.
They’d shared all their firsts together, but even the certainty of forever came with its own obstacles.
When Rory is forced to leave Lena for a job opportunity, one that can help secure their future, they fear the distance could press between them. Their relationship
was stronger than steel, but even distance had its way of inserting it into someone’s life.
And then a surprise pregnancy changes the course of everything, and their love and loyalty are tested to the limits.
With the future so unsure, pressures mounting, and responsibility rising, the two have to navigate these new, uncharted waters together, of let it tear them apart.

Reader note: This story was previously published as “Just Give In.” It has since been retitled, recovered, and reedited. Brand new content has been included, and
there have been minor tweaks throughout the entire book. Although this is the same romance as before, there have been some significant plot changes. Subject
matter may be sensitive to some readers.

Mastered by the Berserkers (Berserker Brides)
Author: Lee Savino
When I became a nun, I vowed to remain chaste and pure. Then the Berserkers raided the abbey and carried me off. Now I’m their captive, at their
mercy. And no amount of prayer will stop the two giant, dominant warriors from claiming me as mate...
They will strip me of my vows and put me on my knees. They will make me burn with unholy desire. They will not stop until they've mastered my
pleasure.
And, Heaven help me, when it's over, I'll beg for more.
Bless me, Father, for I have sinned. Over and over and over again.

Bondage: A Broken FairyTale
Author: Raven Rankin
In part two, you will see how Monika's life turns for the worse before it gets better with her lover Keith and her big brother John with more secrets going out and
more drama.

Under My Boss's Rules: Office Romance Collection (Under Him Book 6)
Author: Jamie Knight
My boss is keeping me locked up during lockdown.
And he has very strict rules for me to follow.
I agree to help him at his mansion during quarantine.
And by that I don't just mean I'm his office assistant.
I'm also his pet, his play thing.
He can do whatever he wants to me.
Because that's what he needs to focus and succeed.
I don't mind, because he's rich and pays me very well.
And it doesn't hurt that he's handsome and confident.
Sure, he's demanding and he likes to keep me captive.
But since he's older than me, he's very experienced.
He knows how to make me feel both pleasure and pain.
I enjoy giving him my virginity.
But I won't give him my heart.
I may be young but I'm not naïve.
I know my purpose is to keep his boredom at bay.
When he says he's falling for me, I don't believe him.
Plus continuing what we began could ruin both our careers.
This was a temporary, secret fling during isolation.
But what if we don't want it to end once quarantine does?
Under My Boss's Rules is a collection of three quarantine office romance books: Under the Rancher's Firm Hand, Under His Discipline and Under the Want Ads.
Each book is a standalone and they all feature an older, experienced billionaire boss and his younger but feisty virgin assistant, trapped together under lockdown,
with nothing to do but explore their pent up fantasies... and fall in love.
Jamie Knight promises to always bring you a happy ever after filled with plenty of heat. And never any cheating or cliffhangers!

Liam: A MM Mpreg Shifter Romance (Grizzly Mountain Lodge Book 1)

Author: Fel Fern
One pregnant runaway Omega and one sexy growly Alpha make for one sizzling combination.
Eli wants out of his gilded cage. When he finally tastes freedom, he wants to hold onto it for as long as he can. Bumping into a growly Alpha grizzly shifter isn’t
part of his plans. Neither is falling in love.
Liam and his brothers are monsters. Everyone fears them. Liam’s content running the mountain lodge his parents left behind. When ferocious and bold little Eli
comes into the picture, Liam can’t find it in his heart to turn the pregnant Omega away. The more time they spend together, the more Liam realizes he has no
plans of ever letting Eli go.
Is a future possible for a snarly werebear and a werewolf Omega who has more baggage than he can carry?
Liam is the first book in the MM omegaverse mpreg shifter romance Grizzly Mountain Lodge series. Each book features a different couple and ends with a HEA.

Dungeon Busters: Volume 1
Author: Toma Shinozaki
Clear all the dungeons! There are 666 of them and 10 years to do it. If not, the only thing that awaits...is total annihilation. Ezoe Kazuhiko suddenly finds a
mysterious underground space in his yard. When he steps into what turns out to be the very first dungeon in this world, he ends up activating the Dungeon
System and learns from the mysterious beauty who appears to him, Akane, that the world is doomed to destruction if the 666 total dungeons that will be
appearing in this world are not all cleared within 10 years. As countries begin taking measures in response to the dungeons appearing all over the world, Ezoe
seeks out companions together with whom he establishes Dungeon Busters Inc., a company dedicated to clearing all the dungeons in the world! The curtains rise
on this dungeon-delving epic with overwhelming realism!

Warriors' Claim: A Reverse Harem Romance (The Swirl Book 2)
Author: Michele Mills
Wyric, Zaxon and Bex.
Trish can’t stop staring at the three Xylan warriors who’ve recently moved in next door. She’s supposed to be helping them upgrade their facility, but she can’t
keep her eyes off their sharp fangs and fierce claws.
Wanting them. All three of them.
But these males are Xylan Triumvirates, non-identical brothers who share a special bond. And they’ve been deemed dangerous and removed from the Xylan
mating database for a valid reason: no female can withstand a claiming by three Xylan warriors at once, and come out alive. But Trish isn’t just any female. She’s
a Cyborg, and therefore her response is:
Bring. It. On.
Trish might be the only female in the four sectors willing to take on all three of these ferocious warriors, and their shared enemy. But can an emotionally stunted
female truly claim their hearts… and their love?
Author’s note: This book was originally released as a two-book serial, Warriors’ Claim & Warriors’ Embrace. This is a rerelease of those two books, now merged
into one longer book with the same content.

Fair Game (Love Sick Book 1)
Author: Ebony Rose
From best friends to passionate lovers.
Eliana Pearson has been in love with her best friend Rafe since ninth grade. But Rafael Trelore has never seen Eli as anything other than his best friend.
When Eli decides to put some distance between them, she is stunned to find that Rafe simply can't let her go. Does Rafe truly want to be with her, or is his
possessiveness driving him to take control of his best friend?
Eli can't seem to find the answer, but she does find herself thrown into a torrid affair with Rafe. Soon her submissive responses elicit a reaction that brings out
Rafe's dominant male sensuality, driving them both to a new level of sexual awareness that may bring them both to their knees.

Fair Game is the first book in the Love Sick Series, where a group of friends find love and commitment. Love Sick is the series where sexual fantasy becomes
bone-melting reality.
Publisher's Note: This steamy contemporary romance contains graphic scenes and a theme of power exchange. Please do not read it if these are offensive to
you.

Reaper's Wrath: A Last Riders Trilogy (Road to Salvation Book 2)
Author: Jamie Begley
Have you ever wondered how soulmates fall in love after they meet?
One touch was all it took to pierce through the hatred, the revenge, the payback that kept Reaper’s sanity in check. Unable to bear to be touched, Ginny breezed
through his safeguards, stirring the flames of desire and trying to make him believe love was possible again, while his tortured soul just wanted to find the peace
he had promised himself once all his enemies were there to keep him company in hell.
One look was all it took for Ginny to recognize her soulmate. Now she was determined to show him that love, mercy, and forgiveness would bring the light back
into his life. Her warrior was no longer fighting alone to battle his nightmares, and this Kentucky woman wasn’t afraid of stealing his heart and making it hers.
One love that would have to be strong enough to overcome Reaper’s biggest enemy—himself. Having lost faith in love, The Last Riders, and himself, it was only
when Ginny committed a desperate selfless act of love that Reaper realized that, to save her, he was going to have to put his life on the line again. This time if he
lost, not only would he lose Ginny, but the Last Riders forever.
How was he supposed to know his wrath could cost him everything?

The Boot Knockers Ranch Box Set Books 1-6: With Bonus Novella Cupid Cowboys
Author: Em Petrova
In the heart of Texas is a ranch that specializes in something a little out of the norm...
Warning: This ain’t your daddy’s ranch. Contains cowboys administering sexual therapy to frustrated ladies—and each other. Fresh batteries
recommended. You’re gonna need ’em!
The best selling series is hitting you with BOOKS ONE-SIX. If that isn't enough, a hot bonus Valentine's Day novella is added as bonus content. PLUS a sneak
peek of the next book in the series! Not convinced? Read that WARNING above again!
Featured Full-Length Novels:
PUSHIN' BUTTONS
BODY LANGUAGE
REINING MEN
ROPIN' HEARTS
ROPE BURN
COWBOY NOT INCLUDED
**bonus** Cupid Cowboys

Havoc (Salvation's Bane MC 4): A Bones MC Romance
Author: Marteeka Karland

Spring -- The father of my child is pressing for custody. Which is how I ended up dancing at Salvation’s Angels, a strip club owned by the notorious Salvation’s
Bane MC. I have to earn enough to pay my attorney, then I’m out of here. I have enough on my plate without having to deal with the sexy-as-sin vice president of
Salvation’s Bane. But Havoc, the bastard, wants me to stay. He’s found another way for me to make enough money to pay my bills, but I’m not sure he’s got my
best interests in mind.
Havoc -- It’s a pisser of a bad day. My son would have been sixteen today, had he lived. On my way to drown my sorrows I came across Spring, swishing her little
ass on stage at our strip club. She’s not naked yet, but with that body and the way she moves, I don’t want other men seeing what she’s got to offer. There’s a
loophole in every contract. Three songs. With me. After that? Well, I just hope my indecent proposal doesn’t push her away. At least, not until I’m ready for her to
go. One problem. Now I’m addicted to her and the feisty son she’s raising. I know I’ll do whatever it takes to keep them safe. And make them both mine.
WARNING: Explicit violence which could be triggers some readers. Explicit sex as well as spanking and some voyeurism. As always, you can expect a HEA with
no cheating.

DIRTY DADDIES COLLECTION: 30 Erotica Books - DADDY TABOO SEX STORIES, VIRGIN & MORE...
Author: Lexi Hunt
Advisory: This 30 Book MEGA Bundle of Erotica Taboo Sex Stories contain Explicit Sexuality, and Adult Content that may be deemed by some to be offensive,
indecent, or otherwise objectionable, so please read at your own discretion.
But, if Dirty is the way you want it, Click the Download Button Now and start reading within seconds.
Enjoy this MEGA Collection of 30 Explicit Taboo Short Stories. Quick and dirty, filled with sinfully delicious erotica Tales by Lexi Hunt in this Sweltering Hot MEGA
Bundle!
Read about all the little princesses, brats and first time virgins that get their love or punishment from the older men of the house in their lives! From start to finish,
these pleasurable sensual tales of love and lust will soak your panties starting right now!
These ladies are pure and innocent. V-Cards never touched or broken. The men, TOO BIG to FIT and are totally FORBIDDEN and twice their age. Their dark
desires need to be satisfied. BIG ROUGH FAST and HARD is their style.
O DIRTY BOOKS! Pleasing to the very last drop, bringing you to an intense CLIMAX!
These erotic stories include:
Daddy Bathes Me
Milked And Shared
Fertile Milky Hucow
Milked And Plugged
Daddy’s Dirty Milk Farm
Daddy Help!
Probed By Daddy
Daddy’s Lil Virgin
Training His Hotwife
Daddy Show Me
Daddy Busts Me
Daddy Snuggles Me
Daddy Get Your Gift
Pleasing Daddy
For Daddy
No Daddy!
Daddy Plugs Me
Daddy’s Punishment
Daddy’s Reluctant Virgin
Daddy’s In The Woods
Fertile Nympho For Daddy
Daddy’s Treat
Dirty Daddy
Relax For Daddy
Punishing The Runaway
Teaching Her Discipline
Daddy Caught Me Being Naughty
And so Much More!
Grab Your Copy Now!
******
For Mature Readers 18+ Only!

Hypno Headphones - The Bundle
Author: Nadia Nightside
”I don’t just want to be a bad girl…I want to be YOUR bad girl, Sir.”

At the world’s most luxurious dancing school, something evil is amiss. The busty, beautiful, talented Chanel is supposed to be such a good girl. But she’s as
bad as they come, and when the new hunky professor starts to melt her mind with wicked headphones pouring out brain-erasing tunes, she quickly figures
out his plan to make all the hotties at the school kneel before him. Instead of fighting, she wants to help him—take the teachers, take the girls, take everyone.
Controlling people like he does is the most evil thing you can do, after all. Chanel is all for it—she’s even happy to give him heirs like he deserves with her
first-time fertile body—she just wants to be on the top of his growing, gorgeous dancer harem no matter how sexy the other babes he owns are.
Warning: This story is evil! It features a couple of truly evil characters finding true romance in a hot, sick web of power and control. They have no morals, they
don’t mind showing their partner how little they care about anyone who isn’t them, and while there’s certainly a climax (or two, or three…) there is no
comeuppance for their wicked desires.

TOO BIG FOR HER (Erotic Taboo Hot Box Set Collection)
Author: Parys Pounded
"It's... so BIG!

A tight and tempting collection -- all about forbidden, innocent women and big, throbbing... Just take a peek and find out!

Oversexed: Forbidden and Explicit Erotic Short Stories for Horny Adults Only – Erotica Taboo Content for
Dirty Men and Hot Woman Eager of Deep and Hot Sex
Author: Rebekka Love
♥♥Hot Wives♥♥ Perverted Girlfriends ♥♥ Playful Couples♥♥... these are just some of the topics you will find in my books.

★★★★★ Now relax I will take you to a world full of pleasure ...★★★★★

•Bookmark my author page, you will soon find hot new books•
■■ All my books are available for your Kindle Unlimited plan ■■

■18+■ But you can only read them if you are over 18 years of age and if the strong explicit sex content does not bother you. ■18+■

♥♥♥♥♥ Grab Your Copy Now! ♥♥♥♥♥

Stories included:
Sweet Housewife
Judy
Become a Sl**
Subway

My First D*
The Cinema
The Good Cuckold

Sex Island
Author: Summer Blaze
Sexual exploits of a group of executives on an island...
Contains Group, Oral, FF, FM, Anal and much more!
ADULTS ONLY!

EXPLICIT EROTICA SEX STORIES (50 XXX DIRTY ADULT EROTIC STORY COLLECTION)
Author: Naomi Embers
50 EXPLICIT, HOT GIVE-IT-TO-ME-HARD EROTICA STORIES!!
A collection of all things sexy... pole hardening, slit wetting pleasures -- ready and waiting to get you off!
So come and get them before they're gone forever!
Some of the stories inside include:
- Hot Holes
- Wet Holes
- Sassy Women
- Red-Bottom
- Spanking It Out of Her
- Loving It
- Sharing Her Rear
- All of Them Take a Turn
- Forever Gaping
- MILF AND MORE
- MFM PARTY
- Hot N' Heavy
And many more...

He's the Bride to Be (Bride to Be Book 1)
Author: Joe Six-Pack
Contians 16 illustrations. Derek and Cole grew up next door to each other. They had no real goals in life, except to grow up. They would, but in very different
ways neither could have guessed.
Derek’s crush on his other neighbor, the beautiful Laura is unrequited, because she only likes to hang out with big, dumb jocks.
His best friend, Cole, has just been through a nasty divorce and the loss of his father. Cole’s mother moves in to care for him, and brings her sister Virginia to help
out.
As the days and weeks pass, Derek becomes slowly aware that Cole’s aunt and mother are taking over his friend’s life. They force him to work at the family
business, a wedding boutique. They change the way he dresses, they keep him indoors for mysterious reasons and they cut him off from Derek.
Cole starts out just helping in the back of the store, then he’s selling wedding packages. Then he’s a stand-in at a wedding – as the bride.
Part 1 of the Bride to Be story.

Bloom Into You (Light Novel): Regarding Saeki Sayaka Vol. 3

Author: Hitoma Iruma
THIRD TIME'S THE CHARM
Saeki Sayaka is no stranger to unrequited love. What she's not used to is having someone confess their feelings for her--until Edamoto Haru, an underclassman,
does exactly that in Sayaka's second year of college. Haru is forward and unhesitating in her affections, the opposite of cautious, reserved Sayaka--but if she can
find the courage to reach back, this time, she might find what she's been waiting for all along.

Forced, Threesomes, Forbidden, Menage, BDSM, MMF, Erotica and many More! (10 EXPLICIT EROTICA SEX
STORIES TABOO ADULT EROTIC COLLECTION)
Author: Steffanie Gilbert
Erotic SEXY STORIES THAT MAKE PANTIES WET AND MEN HARD AS A ROCK!
All the hard and fast stories you really want
10 burning hot stories of all things dirty, explicit, BDSM, Menage, Filthy, MILF, taboo and sexy!!!
Can you resist the desire?

TIGHT & DEEP (60 EXPLICIT SEX STORIES FOR HOT N’ READY ADULTS EROTICA COLLECTION)
Author: Penny Prissy
"This might hurt a little..."
Come and come again... to this 60 story bundle of all things erotic and sexy -- experience the carnal pleasures of pure and extreme naughty action! Your hands
will be wandering in time...
Some of the stories included are:
- MFM ACTION
- Gangin' Fun
- Sticking It In
- Pounding Her Good
- BLASTED
- A Facial Finish
- The Rear to Fear
- Horny Times
- GETTING INSIDE
- BIG D**K
- For a Bit of Money
- Horseplay Leads to...
- A Public Showing
- Slamming
- XXX ENCOUNTER
- SHARING THE GOODS
And even more are in store for you...

In His Custody
Author: Jessa Kane
When London is released from juvenile hall, a tall, raspy-voiced stranger greets her outside, intending to bring her home. Police captain Brody claims to be her
mother’s new husband...and though London has never met the man, she’s released into his custody. The hardened officer is determined to set London on the
right path in her mother’s absence. While London rebels at first, his brand of discipline is too pleasurable to deny. And soon they’re giving in to the blistering heat
generating between them. But things aren’t always what they seem. London might have just met her stepfather, but he’s known her for a long, long time…

Born to be a Bride (Bride to Be Book 2)

Author: Joe Six-Pack
Contians 11 illustrations. Derek and Cole grew up next door to each other. They had no real goals in life, except to grow up. They would, but in very different
ways neither could have guessed.
After becoming a model for his family's wedding business – a bridal model – Cole seems to be less and less able to keep his life from becoming more and more
feminine.
Derek realizes that his friend is losing control of his life. Cole’s mother and aunt have decided they have no tolerance for a man under their roof, and they’re going
to make sure Cole fits their tastes, using any means possible.
What can Derek do to stop them?
Part 2 and the conclusion to the Bride to Be story.

Spread em' Sally
Author: Summer Blaze
A bored and frustrated inhabitant of a small town decide to broaden her sexual horizons by bedding a lot of partners...
Contains Group, Oral, FF, FM, Anal and much more!
ADULTS ONLY!

Sweet Cheeks (Sweet Enough To Eat Book 1)
Author: Olivia T. Turner
I hate Valentine's Day.
I know that sounds cliché. What millions of single women say to get through the tough day with a little dignity, but they don't really hate it. They hate that they're
single. They don't hate the actual day.
Well, I do.
I hate it, hate it, freaking wish it would die a slow painful death hate it.
I hate it the way turkeys hate Thanksgiving, the way Santa's elves hate Christmas, the way bartenders hate Saint Patrick's Day.
You see, my family owns a flower shop. So, Valentine's Day has always been hell.
But once I catch sight of Mr. London during a delivery, my hellish day turns to heaven.
Because billionaire CEO Joseph London is a man in a god's body.
He's out of this world.
And once we see each other, we're going to exchange more than just cards and roses.
We're going to give each other our hearts.

You won't need chocolate after reading this sweet and steamy book! You might need a cold shower though!
SAFE, no cheating, and of course a sugary sweet Valentine's Day worthy HEA. Enjoy!

Pretty Lies (Watch Me Burn Book 1)
Author: R.E. Bond
My dad’s an asshole. Plain and simple.
He’s made it obvious that I can only ever rely on myself.
Until I meet them.
Caden, Tyler, Jensen, and Lukas.
My new stepbrother and his best friends have suddenly become my everything.
Until they aren’t.
They think they can break me, but they’re dead wrong.
They wouldn’t have bet on me having someone else on my side, or in my bed.
These rich boys haven’t seen anything yet.
Their pretty lies are nothing compared to what’s coming though, and I’m going to need them to anchor me when I finally break.

Death is coming to those who deserve it, and I don’t care if I lose myself in the process.
Did I mention the local street crew being on my side?
No one will ever see me coming.
My name’s Rory Donovan, and I’m about to paint the walls red.

*Pretty Lies is a 75k word dark romance reverse harem novel. This is the first book in the series and it must be read in order. The first four books are Rory's, and
the harem grows over those books, so other guys will be added as the story goes. It contain abuse and rape content, and the series will have m/m. If you are
triggered by sensitive content, this series is not for you.

Mister Cole's Discipline
Author: JJ Argus
Lovely Chloe has little experience in sex, which seems to her to be rather painful and messy. She knew it was wrong to have an affair with her friend's handsome
father. But Mister Cole was not like any other man she'd ever been with and she'd been overwhelmed by the dark heat and wonder of the moment! She was
confident no one would ever find out. She never dreamed Emily would actually suggest her father hire her during her summer break from college! And then when
he does she's astonished to find herself taking part in a dark and scalding affair featuring bondage and submission right there in his office! She experiences levels
of pleasure and heat she had never known existed. And then Mr. Cole's secretary joined in! The two of them are determined to turn her into their obedient little
toy, and Chloe is eager to play!

Her Fertile Futa Research: A Fruitful Futa-on-Female Submission
Author: Madeline Dusk
In urgent need of a job and somewhere to stay during the college summer break, Willow is recommended for a position as the live-in research assistant for an
enigmatic author and her sensually beautiful wife. Then her startling and vigorous interview introduces the English not only to the enormous, insatiable surprises
between Ms. Joyce's and Ms. Martha's thighs, but also to her own submissive nature...
Ms. Joyce is crafting a period piece chronicling a noblewoman's awakening to her repressed carnal desires. Willow's main duty is to help the writer meticulously
research the sensually depraved acts common at the time... and the young coed throws herself eagerly into the pleasure and pain of her work.
But between researching the best devices for punishment—or the intimate uses of tea, ginger root and pokers—Willow slowly begins to suspect her position may
include another critical duty. Did the insatiable futa couple have an ulterior motive for hiring a submissive, fertile coed?

